Jason Rinehart - Light Painting Brushes
Sponsor: Light Painting Brushes

www.lightpaintingbrushes.com
Jason Page – Light Writing
Jason Page – Illuminated Beings
August Burns - Orb Spinning
Laura DelPrato - Sparkles
Johnny Dickerson - Camera Rotation
Johnny Dickerson – Camera Rotation
Johnny Dickerson – Hypercube

https://www.hyperspacelight.com/
Johnny Dickerson - Hypercube
Johnny Dickerson – Hypercube
Jess Cruger – Inside/Inside (Multiple Exposure)
Jess Cruger – Inside/Inside (Multiple Exposure)
Jess Cruger - Pixelstick (research images)
Jess Cruger – Pixelstick (research images)
John Shockey - Bicycle Tire Domes

Through the Eyes of a Photographer
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John Shockey - Crystal Ball Reflections
Jason Rinehart – Light Painting Spirals
Jason Rinehart – Around the House
(thinking outside of the box....)
Jason Rinehart – Around the House
(thinking outside of the box....)
Jason Rinehart – Around the House
(thinking outside of the box....)
Combining Techniques...

Don’t be afraid to keep the camera rolling and include many techniques in one shot!
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Why We Light Paint...

Stress reliever, mental health, escapism, relaxing, just creating art in the dark, and just plain fun.... You name it.
Break off into groups